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RUSS CORBETT

Those lavish abodes of Nevada's upper crust demand copious amounts of
planning, commitment and communication to create an environment unique
to the owners and more than just a glorified tract house.

~"'Yoga<

is usually
associated with high rollers and big bucks,
luxurious residential areas and million
dollar homes generally do not figure into
the scenario. In fact, with the exception of
a few areas like Rancho Circle or an
occasional grand desert villa surrounded
by mesquite bushes and abandoned junk
6
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by Linn Thome

cars, tract housing has prevailed. That,
however, is rapidly changing.
"There has always been the fmancial
potential within the community for luxurious residential properties," says Leslie
Jacobs Hall, an interior designer with the
design finn Colours. "But we're just now
seeing it reach outstanding proportions.

This, in turn, has attracted interest on a
national scale. While in the past we've
had some big homes, we've never really
had the estate property that we're currently seeing."
According to J. Christopher Stuhmer,
president of Christopher Homes, "The
continual growth of the community has

fueled the construction of a great number
of high-end custom homes as evidenced
in new 'custom estate communities' like
Spanish Trail, The Lakes, Quail Ridge,
Fountains, Canyon Gate, Summerlin and
others. There are now approximately 10
custom estate communities that can accommodate homes of this category as
opposed to just a few five or six years ago.
So, yes, we are seeing an increase in this
type of activity."
So lucrative is the market, Christopher
Homes currently is buying lots in developments such as these and building spec
homes in addition to their other custom
work. The advantage of custom estate
developments in master-planned communities, Stuhmer says, is they offer a
more protected environment for the
homeowner's investment by maintaining
the appraised value of his home. "The last
thing you want to do when building a
home of this value is to build it on a lot
somewhere and not know what's going to
go in next door at a later date. Custom
estate developments offer protection in
this regard, and offer a number of very
desirable amenities, as well."
As with most things of great value,
Stuhmer, Hall and others point out that
with high end custom homes, regardless
of their location, obtaining the desired
finished product can be both rewarding
and frustrating. "While custom homebuilders build dream homes," Stuhmer
cautions, "if you get the wrong people
doing the work, your dream house can
turn into a nightmare or at least be the
cause of some king-sized headaches."
Bill and Millie Gohres, owners of the
opulentVilladeReve-"Ourdreamhome"
-located near Jones Boulevard in western
Las Vegas, concur. "Our biggest problem
was the trades," Bill, president and CEO
of CRill Ltd, says. "Many just weren't
skilled enough or did not place enough
emphasis on the quality workmanship that
we demanded. While we did do a lot of
research and did our best to check some of
these people out, it was still a real educa-

RUSSCORBETI

Above and left: The attention to detail despite the size of these homes demonstrates
the amount of well-coordinated work involved to complete the job successfully. Both
homes were designed by Ryze Development.
tion for both of us. Certainly things were
somewhat different several years ago when
we were building our home, but many of
the same problems still exist and people
defmitely need to be aware of what the
pitfalls are."
Gohres, a former California building
contractor, points out that in some cases
they had to go out of state to fmd some of
the craftsmen they needed. But in viewing
the couple's 8,500-square-foot home, it's
easy to understand the dilemma they faced.
Their home boasts seven elaborately handcarved fireplaces, plus ornate and extensive hand-carved woodwork throughout.
In addition to the master bedroom - a
1,525-square-foot suite- there are four
other bedrooms, a gymnasium and eight
bathrooms. Attention to detail and
craftmanship is evident in the marble
floors, custom stained and beveled glass
windows, two copper covered towers and
a roof of glazed ceramic tile. With these
and a number of other impressive features, the project understandably might
have seemed a little overwhelming to
workers used to less demanding contracts.
"It's true that experienced, skilled
craftsman are hard to come by out there,"
Stuhmer, a second generation builder,
agrees. "Certainly if you're relatively
new in the area, it's a challenge to fmd
them. In other regions, the East Coast for
example, you often fmd many who are

second, third and fourth generation craftsmen. So our own situation is alittle different. Because of our rapid growth and strong
economy, lesser skilled trades people are
drawn here in search of work and while
there's an abundance of labor, not all of
those arriving have the experience or expertise to handle the more challenging
projects. That's why it's important to fmd
a reputable builder who has a good, solid
track record. Such a builder will generally
already have a dependable, experienced
group of tradesmen, thus eliminating a lot
of the headaches."
After purchasing their lot, the Gohres
hired Dale Wilkes to not only create the
blueprints, but act as job superintendent
as well. They also got in touch with Steve
Dahl, who had done work for many local
hotels, to create the artistic glass work for
their 64 windows. "Glasswork was a major point in our home," Millie Gohres
explains. "It was imperative that we fmd
someone who was willing to work with us
closely. They were not only wonderful in
this regard, but also put great emphasis on
quality - a fact which really endeared
them to us. We also found the Robinette
family, three generations ofhighly skilled
craftsmen whose intricate carving and
artistry make the woodwork in our home
so unique who did the wonderful woodwork throughout our home and, of course,
Rod Beasley did the artwork in the kitchen.
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the amount of well-coordinated work involved to complete the job successfully. Both
homes were designed by Ryze Development.
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defmitely need to be aware of what the
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Gehres, a former California building
contractor, points out that in some cases
they had to go out of state to fmd some of
the craftsmen they needed. But in viewing
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Their home boasts seven elaborately handcarved fireplaces, plus ornate and extensive hand-carved woodwork throughout.
In addition to the master bedroom - a
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other bedrooms, a gymnasium and eight
bathrooms. Attention to detail and
craftmanship is evident in the marble
floors, custom stained and beveled glass
windows, two copper covered towers and
a roof of glazed ceramic tile. With these
and a number of other impressive features, the project understandably might
have seemed a little overwhelming to
workers used to less demanding contracts.
"It's true that experienced, skilled
craftsman are hard to come by out there,"
Stuhmer, a second generation builder,
agrees. "Certainly if you're relatively
new in the area, it's a challenge to fmd
them. In other regions, the East Coast for
example, you often find many who are

second, third and fourth generation craftsmen. So our own situation is a little different. Because of ourrapid growth and strong
economy, lesser skilled trades people are
drawn here in search of work and while
there's an abundance of labor, not all of
those arriving have the experience or expertise to handle the more challenging
projects. That's why it's important to fmd
a reputable builder who has a good, solid
track record. Such a builder will generally
already have a dependable, experienced
group of tradesmen, thus eliminating a lot
of the headaches."
After purchasing their lot, the Gehres
hired Dale Wilkes to not only create the
blueprints, but act as job superintendent
as well. They also got in touch with Steve
Dahl, who had done work for many local
hotels, to create the artistic glass work for
their 64 windows. "Glasswork was a major point in our home," Millie Gehres
explains. "It was imperative that we fmd
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Every detail of this 12,000-square-foot Georgian home, built by
Christopher Homes, was painstakingly researched to ensure complete authenticity.
We didn't want a glorified tract house.
We wanted something unique. We feel it
was worth the extra effort. The end result
speaks for itself."
For those contemplating building an
upscale custom home, Stuhmer recommends careful pre-planning, as well as
being as thorough as possible with specifications "from flooring to the landscaping and pool." Additionally, he stresses
the importance of always dealing with
licensed contractors and thoroughly investigating their history before signing
any contracts.
"There's a big difference between
building a $200,000 home and one that's
over a million dollars and it's not just a
question of more sticks and bricks. Having the right team to work with - the
architect, builder and interior designeris vital. It is also important for the team as
a group to interact with the owner before
and during construction to ensure integration of all elements of the home."
8
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Pete Larez, a consultant and partner of
Ryze Development, adds that the close
interaction between the owner and the
design team is often the key to the home's
uniqueness and liveability. As an example,
he cites one of his more recent projects,
Steve and Wendy Kalb' s impressive home
(Steve is president ofKalb Construction).
"The difference between a home like
this and a smaller one is that a lot more
time and thought are involved," he says.
"You're working directly with the owner
to satisfy his wishes and tastes. For example, Steve and Wendy's home was
created to accommodate their love of
entertaining. The house can easily hold up
to 300 people without anyone feeling
cramped. It flows well. They were both
very good as far as expressing their needs
and desires and they had a good eye for
detail. This continual communication between the owners and the design team was
ultimately the key to their getting the
house they wanted."

Larez suggests that potential custom
home owners would do well to begin
collecting photographs of appealing home
designs from magazines, adding that these
publications always feature new products
that might be desirable. He also stresses
the importance of determining how these
various products might be integrated into
the home's design. "With the Kalb' s house,
Steve knew what he wanted and paid
careful attention to how things function.
Again, he was very concerned about detail and both of them were willing to work
with us very closely. As a result, it's not .
just a showplace, it's their home. The
house is uniquely theirs."
Interior designer Le~_lie Hall, reports
that for custom homes in the $!-millionand-over category, the average tumaround time is about 18 months, although
she says some often take up to four years.
"Obviously, a unique home, one that isn't
mass produced, is going to take longer to
complete and will certainly cost more,"
she explains. "Occasionally, though, some
people worry about working with three
different entities- the architect, the builder
and the interior designer- and voice concern that using all three will prove more
costly_ However, this really isn't the case.
We pride ourselves on what we call an
inside-out concept, working with the architect and the builder to help carry out
the total overall design. This is why we
like to be involved from day one."
Hall, who has worked with well-known
architects such as Rick Sellers of Carpenter
Sellers Associates, Ron Hall of Swisher
and Hall, Richard Luke and others, says,
"When you have a team effort like this, it
actually saves the owner money in the
long run because costly mistakes can be
more easily prevented. For example,
lighting and kitchen design are very specialized areas. One of the things we will
sometimes do is bring in a kitchen consultant. They usually work on a retainer
which goes toward the purchase price of
the cabinetry and so on. This means that
you get the advantage of this person's

oWi!!ion O<JJo!!ar deomes
expertise at really no extra cost. We've
also experimented with using lighting
consultants and we've been delighted with
the results. These people can design a
system, for example, in which the lighting
for the house, security alarm and even the
lighting of the fireplace can basically be
programmed to work from a single panel.
So there are these various areas that need
to be addressed which require a close
working relationship between the owner,
architect, builder and interior designer.
To leave one entity out at the onset may
cause building delays in order to make
corrections later. This can be very costly."
Hall refers to Kevin Willmorth, a lighting consultant with whom she's worked
over the years. "In the last home we
completed, which was 8,000 square feet,
we brought him in and the work he did
was incredible. His lighting design highlighted the artwork, making it a focal
point . There wasn't a chair you couldn ' t
sit in and not be able to read comfortably.
His attention to details like this, things
that might otherwise be overlooked, add
tremendous value to the home."
Hall mentions that as a designer she
leans more toward the classic look. "We
still do what we call' Southwest Living',
but it isn't necessarily trendy," she says.
"We try to avoid that model home look.
Instead, we work to develop an enduring
look that will help the owners in resale or
redecorating, should they decide to do
either at a later date. This gives them a
great deal of flexibility and is one of the
advantages of having a trained professional interior designer involved in the
planning of a home."
The term "trained" brings up an important point. Architect Rick Sellers, who in
addition to his own professional work
also sits on the architectural board at The
Fountains, says it's important for those
contemplating building a custom home to
understand what the various professionals can do for them and to also be aware of
the difference between draftsmen, residential designers and architects.

just a matter of increased space. It may
"In reviewing the plans that sometimes
come through, the difference is very aphave a gymnasium and even a bowling
alley.lt takes considerable creativity and
parent," Sellers said. An architect, he exskill on the part of everyone involved,
plains, is college trained, undergoing a
five-year program to get a degree. A three
including the owner, to plan the space
effectively so you don't have a cavern
year apprenticeship must then served with
effect. There's a lot of work involved."
a licensed architect, followed by a rigorous four-day examination before the canBill Gohres brings up yet another imdidate may become licensed. A residenportant point. "With a very large home,
tial designer, on the other hand, has less
people occasionally get so involved with
training, but must nonetheless undergo
the design they forget that the increased
testing in order to become licensed, while
square footage means significantly higher
a draftsman will normally have no formal
utility bills. We have five air conditioners,
training and is not required to undergo
plus humidifiers (the home also has 800
amp service and two water meters). Howtesting to ensure competency.
ever, we insisted on having increased in"A lot of people think they're saving
sulation throughout - the equivalent of
themselves money by hiring a less-skilled,
less-expensive person to do their design
about R-40. In fact, our walls are a foot
work for them," he says. "But, as the
thick. And instead of four-inch floors,
saying goes, you do get what you pay for
ours are sqc inches.
"There's a tendency with some people
and in most cases, cheaper is seldom better.
to cut comers on these things, but you pay
It takes time to come up with a quality
for itJ!t the long run," he continues. ':For
design and it' s definitely something that
will take more than a couple of meetings
example, with a house of this size, the
with the client to complete. It' s an onaverage monthly electric bill might easily
going process of communication here.
be around $1,100 to $1,200. Ours is generally around $300. To us, it made sense
One of the things we do after drawing up
the plans is to build what we call a study
to pay more initially on items like increased insulation because we knew we
model. This is a three-dimensional scale
model which makes it easier for the client
would end up saving a considerable
amount of money later on." Gohres emto understand what's in the plans. It also
helps eliminate surprises. If,
after you begin building,
many changes become necessary, it can be pretty expensive. We do our best to
prevent this from happening, but to do so, it is imperative to maintain a close
working relationship with
the design team."
Sellers points out that the
home of one of his clients
who, for security reasons,
Gl
:D
prefers not to have his name
m
Gl
0
mentioned, is 14,500 square
~
feet. The garage is 6,000
square feet. "When you're
Large windows enhance the openess of the
dealing with a home of this
oversized living areas in this 4 ,500-square-foot
size, it's much more than
home built by Christopher Homes .
AMP •
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phasizes, "These are all items that should
be a part of the initial planning process.
It' s something you need to discuss with
your architect and your builder before the
fust brick is laid."
Stuhmer says the design team concept
is rapidly gaining acceptance both locally
and nationally. "What will sometimes
happen is the homeowner will contact an
architect who will create plans based on
the wishes of his client without interaction with the builder and interior designer.
When this occurs, the likelihood of change
orders increases significantly, and as a
result, additional costs are incurred not
previously anticipated by the client. Delays are encountered and anxiety mounts
to the hand-wringing stage. Those of us in
the business recognize that it is much
more efficient and cost effective for everyone to work together from the start, as
we 've discussed earlier. Otherwise, it's
like putting the cart before the horse.
That' s also why we don ' t start a project
until we have a budget in hand and the
specifications completed. We understand
the problems that can develop and, believe me, we do everything possible to
prevent them. Doing so is good for us and
it's good for our clients."
Hall maintains that despite the hard
work and occasional frustrations , participating in the design and construction of a
custom home is exciting and rewarding.
"It' s a challenge to the creativity of everyone concerned. To see everything come
together, to have that unique and wonderful
fmi shed product is, I think, incredibly
satisfying . It's why I love this business."
Even to a casual observer, Southern
Nevada is becoming more sophisticated
and nowhere is this more apparent than in
the area of high-end real estate. According to Steve Kalb, who is also on the board
of directors for Sun State Bank, the trend
is encouraging. "There may be some
fluctuation from time to time as we're
seeing now with the softening of the
California market. Still," he says, "a quality
home is a quality home and there will
always be a market for that."
•

INrnRIOR DESIGN
FOR THE '90s
by Molly Cliff and Cathy Hurst

Nevada's logarithmic growth continues to push her business

Call the fum's references and verify
such items as budget, performance
and service.
Meet each company's principals and
project manager.
Solicit three written competitive bids.
Provide the designer with an information packet containing the interview time and date, buyer profJ.le for
each model, project description,
pricing, development timetable and a
full set of plans.
Allow three weeks for bid preparation. For each model, the presentation should include a furniture plan,
color board, photographs of specified furniture and a detailed proposal.

communities to new levels of sophistication. No industry
demonstrates this better than the construction trade, and in
particular, the interior design field.
As a result of population growth, the
developmentcommunity, which responds
to residential housing needs, has become
more savvy. This is due to the clear
Southern California-Southern Nevada
connection which has brought seasoned
homebuyers and builders to Nevada. In
fact, the design community has been influenced by builders from Phoenix, Seattle, Texas, Southern California and
Colorado among others. This melting pot
of developers has increased the level of
competition and has raised consumer expectations about products for sale or rent.
This trend has impacted the interior
design field which serves the needs of
Nevada's developers.

Increasingly, there are more interior designers with formal education, degrees,
or experience in interior design, fme arts
and architecture. This new pool of talent

is changing the way design is presented
and approached. They have a better
understanding of the construction of a
building, including electrical, lighting,
plumbing and HV A C.
Interior design presentations have become significantly more detailed. Many
designers produce their own renderings,
floor plans, elevations and details.
Additionally, the professional designer
will typically understand and prepare
working drawings for interior installations, including a detailed set of specifications . Some even follow the Construction
Specifications Institute (CSI) format.

In searching for an interiors merchandising finn, the following steps are recommended.
View samples of each prospective
fum's work, and if possible, visit
their installations.

Perhaps the most exciting result of developments in the field is the current wave
of interest within the university system.
In response to increasing demands by
students and professionals for higher education in interior design, the University of
Nevada, Las Vegas has instituted a fouryear interior design program. The university is working diligently to secure accreditation for this program. In 1991 , the
first class of students will graduate.
Concurrently, Clark County Community College is performing a needs assessment for a two-year interior design program. Pending the results of the assessment, classes will begin in fall of 1991.
Nevada's educational system is poised
to offer local students and design furns
with the necessary tools to remain competitive into the future .
•

Molly Cliff and Cathy Hurst, partners in
Hurst Cliff Group , won the 1990 Silver
Award for residential Interior Design for
their work on Cayman Bay Clubhouse
and Models . Both are currently serving
on the Interior Design Steering CommitteeforClarkCounty Community College.
Collectively, the two have over 25 years of
interior design experience.
AMP •
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MAsTER-PLANNED

CoMMUNITIEs:
UPDATE

'91

There is growing concern among builders and developers
throughout Nevada about the economic slowdown, which in
certain cases, has already affected some projects. Nonetheless, the
outlook among industry experts is still optimistic, even though
expectations remain guarded.
by Dwayne D. Eukel

As

you view the Las Vegas Valley
from any vantage point, you will regard
widespread evidence of the tremendous
growth that has taken place over the past
15 years.
In June 1990, according to the Las Vegas Chamber of Commerce, Clark County
had a population of 768,228 persons,
compared to 361,948 in 1976.
With Clark County's population more
than doubling in a relatively short period
of time, housing needs and commercial
development have prompted developers
and builders to supply "smart" masterplanned communities.
Considering the projects currently underway, some planned as many as 30
years ago, developers have their "hands
12
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full, and their wallets stretched," according to Ron Kopf of Cosmo World Inc. , codeveloper with Spanish Trail Associates
of Silver Canyon, a resort destination and
upscale residential community on the Las
Vegas Valley ' s southern fringe.
Torino Development, the builder/developerofthe Canyon Gate Country Club
at the western edge of Las Vegas, has enjoyed tremendous success with their father-son venture. However, according to
Brett Torino, president of Torino Development, "The substantial amount of equity
that was built-up in land fmancing can be
threatened by the unstable conditions of
banking institutions."
He adds, "The banking industry, particularly in Texas and the Northeast, is on

shaky ground as a result of the savings and
loan fiasco and the economic down-cycle
which prevails throughout the country."
Torino, 32 and a "weekend athlete" as
he likes to call himself, says he is happy
the Canyon Gate project was started many
years ago, "when the economy was in an
'up-cycle', because our investments are
very solid and we're presently in a position to take somewhat of a breather."
Torino expresses satisfaction with the
progress of his project. While home sales
have exceeded expectations, Canyon
Gate' s exclusive, much-anticipated clubhouse and recreational facilities are now
complete and in operation.
"We've come from the drawing boards
to development and fmancmg , then from
the actual building of the homesites to the •
operationa1 phase of the project. It's very
rewarding to see it to fruition." Says Torino, whose father, Frank Torino, is president of Torino Industries.
Because the construction sector is usually the first to feel the effects of an
economic downturn, signs of an impending
recession became evident in Torino's
backyard last fall. "Until about the middle
of October," Torino says, "we were selling anywhere from 12 to 15 homesites per
month. Now we're only selling four or
five per month."
Nevertheless, Torino Development has
been able to demonstrate to investors and
homebuyers alike that the project is financially sound and firmly "well established". Torino likes to point out that
despite the narrow upscale market Canyon Gate targets, sales of even his most
exclusive homesites have surpassed predictions. "When we started this project
five or six years ago, we planned for 575
homesites, but as buyers came in and saw
the panoramic views, they requested larger
lots. Originally the exclusive properties
offered from 12,000to 13,000squarefeet
of space. We are now down to 501 homesites featuring as much as 19,000 square
feet and sales have been phenomenal."
However, in response to the current

economic climate Torino states, "We have
slowed the expansion process.lt' s time to
enjoy our successes and basically wait for
bluer skies to return to the marketplace."
According to Stan Brisco, president of
Trinity Capitol, owner of the 320-acre
project in North Las Vegas known as
Pecos Ranch, it's just a matter of timing.
"With this war in Iraq, the economic recession, the savings and loan problems,
etc., money is just real tight now." Brisco
said. "However," he adds, "the Las Vegas
economy is still booming, and the money
needed for projects like ours is still available, you just have to make the right
choices, at the right time."
Nationally-known developer, American West Development, is optimistic about
the future. The firm's first planned community, Whitney Ranch, located in the
southeastern portion of the Las Vegas
Valley, has been a successful venture.
Tina Ferritto, marketing director for
American West Development, said that
although housing sales had "probably
peaked in 1990", that figure, in terms of
America West's sales, represented a 60
percent increase over 1986.
Asked if the slowdown in the economy
has affected sales, Ferritto answered, "It
has had some effect, in fact there has been
a 25 percent drop in sales, but buyers are
getting more value for the money and we
expect sales to pick up again soon. Las
Vegas is still on solid ground, and in fact
is continuing to expand. The trickle-down
affect takes a lot longer to reach Las
Vegas than in most other cities. We have
had potential buyers say because of the
unstable situation in the Persian Gulf,
they were not ready to make substantial
investments. However, in my opinion, I
think it's more a factor of money being
tight and the economic downturn."
According to the Center for Business
and Economic Research, atthe University
of Nevada, Las Vegas, the distribution of
new home sales dropped from 86 percent
in the fourth quarter of 1989 to 77 percent
in the second quarter of 1990. The median

"Money is just real tight now.
However, the Las Vegas economy is still booming, and
money is still available. You
just have to make the right
choices, at the right time."
sales price increased from$ i 01,898 in the
fourth quarter of 19 89 to $111 ,900 in the
second quarter of 1990. For homes selling
between $100,000 and $123,000, distribution went from 11.8 percent in 1989 to
29.1 percent in 1990.
The median income for home buyers
grew from $46,200 per year in 1989 to
$55,668 in the second quarter of 1990. So,
while income averages rose steadily from
1989 to 1990, housing sales remained
basically on an even keel, registering a
slight drop. Most builders and developers
are optimistic that sales will continue to
climb or at least keep pace with the pattern
already set several years ago.
Bob Campbell, vice president of marketing and public affairs for Transcontinental Properties, whose $3.8 billion
project at Lake Las Vegas, "is right on
schedule," says, "we have not experienced
down-turns, in fact, we have now gone to
a double shift." When complete, this 2,243acre project east of Henderson will skirt a
man-made lake created by damming the
Las Vegas Wash. Boasting five exclusive
golf courses and as many as eight resort
destinations, Lake Las Vegas is currently
planned to include up to 3,000 homesites.
"We are five months ahead of schedule
on the dam. We expect it to be completed
by mid-May. The lake will take 15 months
to fill, and then at that point, we will begin
building the first homes which we expect
to be ready for marketing by late 1992.

Lake Las Vegas is one of the most
unique and ambitious projects ever undertaken in Clark County and though the
national economy has slowed, Campbell
says, "We are not worried about a twoyear 'glitch' in the marketplace."
At the opposite end of the valley, a
spokesperson for another lakeside community remains optimistic for the future .
Desert Shores, the winner of the 1989
Homer Award for "Best Planned Community", has not experienced any sales
drop since the project became marketable,
in 1989. According to Carol McMahon,
general manager of the Desert Shores
Community Association, "There are about
1,400 homeowners now at Desert Shores,
which is about a third of the expected
2,780 lots for sale here," she said.
Executives at one of Nevada's major
investors in many current master-planned
communities, First Interstate Bank (FIB)
commented on some of the concerns expressed. Don Snyder, CEO and chairman
of the board for FIB of Nevada said, "We
need to take the time for a couple of deep
breaths and consolidate the growth we've
experienced. We must position ourselves
for moving forward on a strong foundation.
There is no doubt lending has tightened.
This has happened nationally and we are
beginning to feel it here. Is that bad? By
and large, it isn't; the adjustment process,
however, is never easy. Nevertheless, it
will help prevent the disastrous consequences of over-building that we have
seen in many other once 'hot' markets
around the country. We are blessed with
strong economic fundamentals and a bright
outlook. The process of tightening lending criteria is an important part of 'taking
that deep breath' ."
Lydia Orrantia, FIB's senior vice president corporate real estate, said, "As a
result of FIB's conservative land loan
underwriting policies, our land loans are
in good shape and we don't have any
major concerns at this time.
"Because of continued, albeit decreased,
California in-migration," Orrantia added,
AMP •
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"and the fact that the Las Vegas Valley
has matured in its housing product, master-planned communities in recent years
have been very attractive. For instance,
Green Valley, the Lakes, Sun City, Peccole
Ranch and now The Hills at Summerlin,
these are all indications that people like
moving into master-planned communities. Despite a slowing economy, we think
master-planned communities should continue to do well, provided they are able to
keep prices affordable and maintain a
good mix of product housing, as has historically been the case."
Jerry Jordan, senior vice president and
chief economist for FIB offers an overall
picture of Nevada's economy, "In view of
the national recession, Las-Vegas and all
of Nevada has slowed sharply from the ·
boom of the past several years. However,
there is no likelihood of the economy
actually contracting. The emphasis should
be on much slower growth rather than
actual decline. Population and job growth
in the 1991-1992 period in Nevada will
still be higher than in the nation."
Jordan points out the ripple effect of
California's weakened housing market is
manifested by a decrease in Southern
Californians looking to purchase homes
inNevada. "Since homes are not selling in
Southern California, we are seeing a reduced migration, especially of retired
persons who bring equity with them."
As for economic predictions for the
state and the nation, both Snyder and
Jordan feel valuable insight could be
gained from President Bush's January 29
State of the Union Address. "It was the
best speech we've heard Bush give; it was
thoughtful and he showed himself to be
confident and resolute," said Jordan. "We
have an emerging sense of what the President and his advisors are considering in
terms ofbanking reform. We are basically
encouraged by what we know to date."
Snyder added, "I support his views on
lowering capital gains tax, especially in
terms of what it will create in the job
market, both here and nationwide." •

NEVADAS ORIGINAL
MAsTER-PLANNED

CoMMUNITY

The firm that blazed the planned community trail continues with
the process of fine-tuning and expanding Green Valley

AMERICAN Nevada Corporation has
concentrated its efforts over more than a
decade toward the development of the
8,400-acre master-planned community of
Green Valley. Now with a population of
over 30,000, American Nevada's Green
Valley is no longer a project in the making. The firm's commitment to a familyoriented lifestyle throughoutout the community is evidenced by the parks, schools,
churches, recreational facilities and cultural amenities available to residents.
With its unique village concept, Green

Valley now offers one of the widest ranges
of residential choices in the greater Las
Vegas area. Housing opportunities vary
from apartments, townhomes and condominiums to single-family residences and
lavish custom homes.
The 10-acre Green Valley Athletic Club
is the community's recreational centerpiece, featuring indoor and outdoor swimming pools, indoor and outdoor tennis
courts, squash and racquetball courts and
the latest in high-tech weight training
equipment.

Green Valley's popular village of Silver Springs has recreational opportunities
built into its master plan. The focal point
of Silver Springs is a public 13-acremultiuse park. It includes a recreation center
offering new programs and activities every six weeks. A new gymnasium was
recently added adjacent to the recreation
center. The new two-story facility adds
basketball courts, two volleyball courts, a
weight room and meeting rooms for classes
and other community uses.
Two 18-hole golf courses are fully operational in Green Valley including the
newly renovated Las Vegas Indian Wells
Country Club and The Legacy Golf Club.
The Legacy is a unique championship
course designed by famed golf course
architect, Arthur Hills. The Legacy clubhouse features a snack bar, full service
restaurant and a golf shop.
A new surge of development has begun
in Legacy Village along The Legacy Golf
Club. The gate-guarded community
known as The Grand Legacy was the
recipient of the Southern Nevada Home
Builders Association Homer Award for
"Best Master-Planned Community." The
Grand Legacy includes single-family
home developments, while The Legacy
Estates consists of third- and half-acre
custom home lots.
Besides its dedication to traditional
family values, American Nevada has also
made a commitment to incorporate one of
the country's most comprehensive public
art programs into Green Valley.
Arts and cultural activities have been
established through the Green Valley LiAMP •
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brary and Cultural Center and the Arts
Advisory Council of Green Valley. The
Outdoor Sculpture Garden, an outdoor
amphitheater for concerts and various
performances, the Green Valley Arts Festival and Shakespeare in the Park are
among the on-going programs existing in
Green Valley. American Nevada Corporation was recently honored with the 1991
Governor's "Service to the Arts" Award
for its contributions to the arts.
Neighborhood elementary schools provide educational opportunities for Green
Valley students close to home. At present,
four grade schools are located in Green
Valley and by this fall, the Hank and
Barbara Greenspun Junior High and the
Green Valley High School will also open.
A new 33,000-square-foot addition to
the Civic Center is scheduled to begin this
year along with further new residential
development in the Village of Silver
Springs and in the Legacy Village. Plans
for the next village and new commercial
developments are also underway.
While the eventual buildout of Green
Valley continues to be the company's
primary objective, American Nevada
Corporation is also evaluating other opportunities in Southern Nevada. The firm's
focus on the Las Vegas area demonstrates
its optimistic outlook for the future of this
dynamic region.
•

s

During these times of war and
economic uncertainty, what are
the predictions for Nevada's
economic future and what steps
can legislators take during
the current session to minimize
any negative impact?

6 FOR NEVADA

War, Recession
and Nevada
by State Senator Bill 0' Donnell,
member Legislative Commission
On January 16 the United Nations
and its coalition allies went to war in
the Persian Gulf igniting widespread
concern over the ensuing military
conflict and potential economic
ramifications. With Americans representing the vast majority of the forces
fighting in the Middle East, we are all
concerned about our sons and daughters, brothers and sisters, friends and
acquaintances serving there. Although a
staunch supporter of the United States'
efforts to liberate Kuwait, my hopes and
prayers rest with the men and women in
our armed forces. I believe the majority

of Nevadans support our troops and
want them to return home soon.
The war has also had an effect on the
economy of our state. In recent months,
our country has entered a recession unemployment has increased, interest
rates have fallen, and consumer purchases of durable goods has declined.
During difficult economic times, the
frequency of recreational trips -upon
which much of our state economy
depends - is significantly reduced. As
well, because the business climate
slows, convention bookings and
attendance also decline.
After living in Las Vegas for almost
40 years, however, I have come to
realize our economy lags by 12 months
to two years behind the rest of the
nation. When a recession hits other
parts of the country, Las Vegas seems
to continue to do well. At this point, we
have a false sense of a thriving
economy. People are still arriving
because of their planned trip or convention (usually booked eight to 10 months
in advance). Therefore, the real decline
in gaming and hotel revenues is not felt
for a period of one to two years.
The war and the accompanying
recession have spawned three major
factors that will have a dramatic effect
on Nevada's future economic status.
First, because of the direct costs
involved in the conflict (estimated at
$500 million per day), the federal
deficit will increase far beyond pre-war
levels. This, in turn will cause interest
rates to increase. Second, the price of
oil (the commodity which is the driving
force of our economy) will either
stabilize or increase, depending upon
damages to refmeries in the war zone.
Third, government spending as a result
of the war should stimulate business
activity, thus increasing business
revenues. All these factors will work
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together in varying degrees to affect
tourism in the state. I believe in the next
six months, we can look for a small
decline in gaming revenues and an
increased burden on the state treasury.
My projection for 1991 is cautionary.
If the war lasts for more than six

"The solution/ as I see it, is to
increase our marketing efforts in the
62 percent of local business journal readers are in
top management positions.
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•

89 percent own their own
home, with an average
value of $258,000.
96 percent hold investments, with an average
value of $409,000.
71 percent hold at least a
four-year college degree.
Average household income
is $124,000.
Source: The SRDS Report
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area of i~ternational tourism and
attract conventions that have worldwide participation.//
months, we may see the Las Vegas
area stabilize, while at the same time,
state revenues decline. This will
place a burden on the Nevada Legislature for more constraints in spending.
If the Gulf War is short by comparison,
we may experience a shortened
reccssionary period.
The solution, as I see it, is to
increase our marketing efforts in the
area of international tourism and
attract conventions that have worldwide participation. Also, more family
oriented entertainment and attractions
should be offered. These two marketing
techniques should lessen the effect
of a national recession and the results
of the Gulf War.
Cautious optimism should be the approach in the 1991 Legislative Session,
but added prudence in state government
spending may be in order.
•

by lay Go/dinger

In turbulent political and social
times, broadcast and print

Inside the Federal Reserve

media keep the public informed on key figures in
worldwide power plays and
decision making. Geographical
lines and social strata can be
dear-cut, and the issues/
problems/resolutions are often
eboted between openly
ps. This is fre-nttu

not the case with

ors affecting our country's
money supply, rate of inflation
or deflation, lending rates, etc.

Few people are actually aware of what
could impact the markets and the current
economic scenario. It is rare that the man
on the street gets to step inside what is
perceived to be the nebulous inner workings of the Federal Reserve.

banks and the ensuing panic. The Discount
Window was established, and today it
continues to allow the Federal Reserve's
member banks to borrow reserves against
collateral at a rate that' s usually cheaper
than the overnight Fed Funds rate.

If the President is the most influential man
in the political and economic frame work
of the United States, who comes next in
importance?

How did the workings of this branchbased system become centralized? How
did this affect monetary policyformation?

Contrary to what many might think, this is
not the Vice President, but the chairman
of the Board of Governors of the Federal
Reserve (Fed). Apart from presidential
pronouncements on tax policy, the Fed
chairman's decisions have the single
greatest economic impact, at home and
abroad. His job is to regulate the flow of
credit to promote orderly, sustained economic expansion without triggering inflation. Slight shifts in monetary policy
can affect yields, prices, profit and loss for
investors in Treasury securities.
How and why was the Federal Reserve
created?
When Congress created a "central bank"
for the U.S. in late 1913, with headquarters in Washington, D.C. and 12 regional
or district Federal Reserve Banks plus
branches nationwide, it was envisioned
that credit extended to commercial banks
by this centralized system would rise and
fall with seasonal demands and cyclical
business needs. Shortages of currency
would be prevented as would runs on

During the Roaring '20s - a period of
tremendous growth - control was centralized in the Open Market Investment
Committee so that this trading desk would
have access to system-wide information
on borrowings, redemptions and maturities. In this way, the Committee could
assess how much member banks were
borrowing from the Fed and at what rates,
how short-terminterestrates looked, what
the size of bank reserves and diversity of
equities and other securities markets
meant. All this data fell into place to paint
a picture of easy or tight credit. The Open
Market Policy Conference succeeded the
Committee in 1930, hard on the heels of
the Crash of 1929. The Banking Act of
1935 brought this organization to the form
we recognize today- a panel of five presidents (governors) who have final approval
authority for the purchase or sale of
Treasury securities by any member bank.
What are the goals of the Federal Open
Market Committee today?
Today, the Federal Open Market, the
policy making body of the Federal Re-
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serve, pursues a simple and direct monetary policy. The twin goals are curbing
inflation and promoting a healthy longterm economic environment. It sets targets
for bank reserves, percentage parameters
for money supply growth, a "desired"
range for Fed funds interest rates and a
total figure for non-fmancial debt.
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What can I, as an individual investor in
Treasuries, watch that will tell me what
the Federal OpenMarketCommittee plans
to implement as economic policy?

Everything starts with the committee's
February and July meetings. That's when
annual money supply targets are set and
how much money and credit are needed to
reach those goals are calculated. At the six
other meetings per year, the committee
monitors policy progress and further develops their game plan based on current
domestic and international economic
factors. Each day, at 11:40 a.m. the committee executes its "daily operations" to
add or drain bank reserves to keep monetary policy on track.
How does the average investor find out
what decisions are reached in one ofthese
policy-making committee meetings?

The fmancial press weighs in the next day
with what took place in the FOMC
meeting, even though it has no hard news
or solid facts. Their interpretation of Open
Market Operations is largely speculation,
and the public does not get the full report
from the Committee itself until eight to
nine weeks after the meeting. This lag
time and the press speculation on committee actions should not trigger decisionmaking since there is not a direct correlation between Fed action and interest
rates that affect Treasury prices. But the
Fed does have a strong influence on shortterm rates because it controls the interest
rate on Federal Funds the money banks
borrow or lend among themselves when
they need to add to or lighten reserves.

How does the Fed move interest rates?

When the Fed wants to adjust monetary
policy, it either buys or sells U.S. Government securities. To ease credit and
promote economic growth, the Fed buys
very short-term securities in the open
market from one of its primary dealers. It
pays for the securities by electronically
crediting the bank with Federal Reserve
notes, the equivalent of cash. With this
new influx of money, the bank must set
aside approximately 12 percent in its reserves. Those reserves, plus the new deposit from the Fed, gives the bank more
money available to lend- more money is
pumped into the system, credit is eased,
and economic expansion is promoted.
To tighten credit and slow economic
growth, the Fed does the reverse. It sells ·
U.S. Government securities from its own
inventory to a primary dealer and takes
the money it receives out of circulation.
Also, when the primary dealer pays for
the securities, the bank reserves set aside
for that money is wiped out, giving the
bank fewer funds to lend out. This makes
it possible for the bank to put those funds
out at a higher interest rate, discouraging
some borrowers, reducing money supply,
and tightening credit to combat inflation.
The Federal Reserve has total discretionary power to add to or drain bank
reserves. It also controls the currency or
cash in circulation by influencing the Fed
Funds Rate that banks charge each other
when they need to borrow money to shore
up reserves. This Fed Funds rate is a
critical credit barometer because almost
all short-term rates react to a change in the
Fed Funds rate.
•

Jay Goldinger is an investment counselor
with Capital Insight in Beverly Hills, specializing in bonds, money market instruments, and U.S. and international investments. You can write to Jay at P .O. Box
4092 , Beverly Hills, CA 90213-4092. Include your address and phone number.

by Richard Chulick

Many people in the United States
are living longer. According
to projections, by the year

How a Durable Power of Attorney
Can Add to Your Security

2000, approximately 25 percent
of the population will be over
age 65. Eventually, a majority
of the elderly may need assistance in the handling of their
financial affairs.

Techniques are available so elderly individuals can arrange to voluntarily shift
control of their business affairs according
to their wishes, and avoid intervention by
the courts. These techniques are also appropriate for younger people, although
the need is not as urgent.

Power of Attorney
An ordinary power of attorney is a
written agreement under which an individual (the principal) nominates another
person (the attorney-in-fact or agent) to
act in the principal's place and on the
principal's behalf.
There can be more than one agent but
the document should specify whether
those named are authorized to act separately or must act jointly. In addition, the
agent can be permitted to delegate any or
all of this authority to a third party. Typically, the spouse is named as the attorneyin-fact, with one or more of the children
named as successor.
A traditional power of attorney can be
revoked at any time while the principal is
competent. The agent's authority is terminated upon the principal's death and,
generally, when the principal becomes
incompetent. Proper planning, using a
special type of power of attorney, will
ensure that power remains to carry out the
principal's wishes.

Durable Power of Attorney
All 50 states and the District of Columbia have laws that recognize a durable power of attorney, which allows the
power to remain in effect after the principal becomes incompetent.
The document that creates a durable
power of attorney must contain the appropriate statutory language, which can, and
does, vary from state to state. Generally,
the instrument must contain these or similar words:
"This power of attorney shall not be
affected by the subsequent disability or
incompetence of the principal."
Depending on state law, the principal's
signature may have to be witnessed or
acknowledged by a notary public.
Some fmancial institutions require the
use of their own form, and this could
create a significant problem when the
principal is incompetent and can't execute another power. Therefore, one
should discuss the use of the durable
power with the fmancial institution holding the client's assets. The powers that
should be enumerated in a durable power
of attorney include:
• Funding trusts
• Making retirement plan elections
• Borrowing funds
• Preparing and filing tax returns
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Executive disclaimers
Purchasing insurance
Executing trust agreements
Making gifts

In many instances the power to make
gifts is not one of the enumerated powers.
It is advisable to include this power in the
instrument to avoid any potential problems with the Internal Revenue Service.
To ensure proper use of this power, consider the following possible restrictions
on the agent's authority:
• Limiting the class of beneficiaries
that may receive gifts, and
• Restricting annual gifts so they do
not exceed the annual gift tax exclusion (currently at $10,000 for
each recipient).

Springing Power of Attornay
A special type of durable power of
attorney, a springing power of attorney, is
now recognized by 20 states, including
California, Michigan and New York. This
instrument "springs" into effect when a
specified event occurs, such as physical
or mental incompetence, or entry into a
nursing home. These springing powers
are normally used when a person is reluctant to give other people wide powers
while he or she can act personally. It is
advisable to specify that at least one physician has to certify incompetence. In
states where a springing power is not
recognized, the same result can be
achieved. The attorney who drafted the
document can hold the executed power
together with a letter indicating the power
of attorney is to be released upon the
occurrence of the specified event.
These are just some thoughts to consider. Your tax advisor and attorney can
provide more detailed information with
respect to this subject and should be consulted before any action is taken.
•
Richard Chulick is a tax partner with the
firm Deloitte & Touche .

Nevada
Builders
Briefs
Hal Ober to lead
SNHBA into 1991
Citing a commitment to work for more
affordable housing in the Las Vegas valley, Hal Ober was installed as the 1991
president of the Southern Nevada Home
Builders Association last January.
Ober, who is chairman of the board and
chief executive officer of Ober Homes
and former president ofR.A. Homes, said
that accelerated growth in the Las Vegas
valley has led to the escalation ofland and
construction prices, thus raising the costs
of new homes to unprecedented heights.
"The losers here are the young people,
who still have the American dream of
o ning a home yet are unable to buy
Cli:Je.... he said.
Ober · · ; and county governments
~!etltler to ensure housing

Builders Association
e participant in the Las Vegas
CO!:iliimnit
" y. His experience will be of

great benefit not only to our members but
to all of Las Vegas."
Ober has been involved with residential
housing for two decades with U.S. Home
Corp., R.A. Homes and now Ober Homes.
Since he came to Las Vegas in 1977, he's
been very active in the Southern Nevada
Home Builders Association, holding numerous offices. He served as president of
the organization in 1985.
During his relationship with R.A.
Homes, Ober developed 23 residential
communities in the Las Vegas area. Several of these have been recognized for
outstanding craftsmanship and design. His
new company, Ober Homes, is currently
developing two residential communities.
Ober is also very involved with many
charitable and civic groups.

Ranpac begins
Sunridge at
McDonald Ranch
Roland Sturm, vice president for Land
Development at Ranpac Communities
Nevada, Inc., announced recently that
Ranpac has joined the MacDonald family
to develop a master-planned community
to be known as Sunridge at MacDonald
Ranch. Officially designated as Village II
of the MacDonald Ranch project, Sunridge will be a planned residential community of middle-class, middle-income
neighborhoods connected by a system of
linear parks and recreational trails. The
600-acre parcel at the base of Black
Mountain in Henderson will house approximately 10,000 people at buildout, in
a total of 2,500 residences.
"What makes Sunridge unique,"says
Roland Sturm, "Is that it will be the first
master-planned hillside project in the Las
Vegas Valley. The entire development
sits several hundred feet above the valley
floor, so our residents will have a spectacularview of the city lights. The hillside
location presents engineering and design

challenges, but it also provides unique
opportunities, which we feel we've made
the most of."
The master plan up for approval by the
City of Henderson shows the Sunridge
project divided into a variety of uses.
Over 96 acres will be devoted to premier
custom lots averaging one-half acre. This
area will be individually marketed, with
construction and design to be governed by
a strict set of architectural and design
guidelines. Approximately half the project
will be used for medium-density singlefamily homes, priced from $110,000 to
$200,000. Planners also envision 202
view-oriented attached townhomes, as
well as 699 apartments to be located near
principal roadways.
A trail network will link virtually all of
the project's neighborhoods and will create an opportunity to establish a regional
trail system with the cooperation of other
adjoining and nearby projects. Hikers,
joggers, bicyclists and equestrians will all
be able to make use of these trails. Plans
also call for an active park site with two
baseball diamonds, a soccer field and picnic areas. Approximately 86 acres of the
Sunridge project will be devoted to parks,
trails and open areas.
Ranpac has also provided Sunridge with
a five-acre site for a neighborhood shopping center, as well as a 10-acre elementary school site.
Sunridge's off-site improvements will
be fmanced by the largest municipal bond
in the state ofNevada, a $150million taxexempt bond issue from the Southwest
Henderson Local Improvement District.
The public debt fmancing will provide
off-site improvements to roads, water and
sewer service, not only for Sunridge, but
also for Silver Canyon, as well as several
other neighboring projects.
Ranpac Communities, based in Temecula, California, specializes in planning
and developing large tracts of land like
MacDonald Ranch. In addition to development, they also offer engineering services, soils and geotechnical support and
assistance in real estate sales. At Sunridge,
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they will provide and implement the master plan, as well as constructing all improvements to creat buildable super pads.
Sturm estimates Ranpac will pre-market building pads to merchant builders in
May or June of this year. Construction
will begin on the infrastructure this aimmer, and builders will begin constructing
homes during the first quarter of 1992.

Consultants chosen
for Rosewood
Lakes Community
The endeavor of designing and merchandising the all-new master-planned
golf course community of Rosewood
Lakes in Reno will bring together some of
the homebuilding industry's foremost
consultants, who have been selected by
the project's developer, Taywood-Dermody Residential Partnership, a joint venture of Taylor Woodrow Homes Nevada
Limited and Dermody Properties, Inc.
Rosewood Lakes is located on a 124acre site near Hidden Valley. Taking optimum advantage of the scenic setting, the
community's land plan, including its diverse residential neighborhoods and extensive recreational facilities, will reflect
the talents of Richardson Nagy Martin, a
leading Newport Beach, Calif. architecture and planning fmn.
Taylor Woodrow Homes plans to build
and market two distinctive residential
collections, along with developing design
guidelines for a group of apartments that
will be constructed by another builder.
With architectural styling reminiscent
of traditional New England motifs, the
two Taylor Woodrow projects will include single-family move-up homes
ranging from 1,700 to 2,300 square feet
and family residences measuring approximately 1,500 to 1,800 square feet.
Taywood-Dermody Residential Partnership will also be presenting custom
homesites up to one acre in size.
36
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Many of the homes will feature views
of the 18-hole municipal golf course that
has been designed by Brad Benz for the
city of Reno.
Construction of Rosewood Lakes is
expected to commence this spring, followe~ by the opening of the first homes
and the golf course in the summer of 1991.
TaylorWoodrowHomesNevadaLimited, Northern Division, is a member of
the London-based Taylor Woodrow
Group, founded in 1921 by Lord Taylor.
Today, this worldwide team consists of
more than 150 engineering, construction
and development companies. In the Las
Vegas area, the company is developing
Spinnaker Cove, in the master-planned
community of Desert Shores, and is preparing to introduce Churchill Estates and
Ascot Park at Peccole Ranch.
For Dermody Properties, Rosewood
Lakes marks the entry of Nevada's leading industrial developer into the residential development field . Since its founding
in 1949, Dermody has provided state-ofthe-art manufacturing, warehousing and
office facilities.

Onsite ground·
breaking at Silver
Canyon
Onsite development of Cosmo World
Corporation's Silver Canyon golf community and destination resort in Henderson
has started with the arrival of the heavy
equipment.
Henderson Mayor Lorna Kesterson,
Henderson City Manager Phil Speight,
Cosmo World of Nevada Inc. Vice President Jim Toscano, Caesars World Resorts President Bob Kingsley and Spanish
Trail Principal Joseph A. Blasco participated in ground breaking ceremonies signifying their commitment to the project.
Situated 600 feet above the Las Vegas
Valley, Silver Canyon is located south of
Lake Mead Drive, in the foothills ofBlack

Mountain. Development of the 1,293-acre
master-planned community will cost an
estimated $600 million and will take several years to complete.
Frehner Construction Company of Las
Vegas was awarded the contract to start
grading the community's two golf courses.
Meanwhile, development of Silver Canyon's offsite infrastructure continues with
the ongoing installation of the reclaimed
water system's pipeline and reservoirs.
The Silver Canyon master plan includes
approximately 2,500 luxury homes, a nongaming resort, 45 golf holes (27 by Jack
Nicklaus and 18 by Rees Jones), a golf
academy, a tennis complex with stadium
seating, an elementary school, park areas
and retail space.
Home sales and seeding of the golf
courses are scheduled to begin in 1992 . .
The Caesars Canyon Resort and golf
courses are expected to open in 1993.
Cosmo World, one of the most prosperous international venture corporations, has
assembled an impressive team to bring
the ambitious project to fruition.
The company's joint venture partner
for the luxury residential community is
Spanish Trail Associates, a nationally
acclaimed commercial and residential
developer. Cosmo World has also contracted with Caesars World, to manage
the 350-room, non-gaming Caesars Canyon Resort located within the masterplanned community.
Kajima Engineering and Construction
Inc. and Potomac Investment Associates
(PIA) serve as Silver Canyon's construction and project managers, respectively,
to plan and develop the overall community. Both companies have been associated with Cosmo World since Silver
Canyon's inception.
G.C. Wallace, Inc., Nevada's largest
engineering fmn, is the project's civil
engineer and coordinates operations with
Kajima Engineering and PIA.
Other members of the Silver Canyon
development team include Jack Nicklaus
Golf Services and Rees Jones Inc., two
renowned golf course design fmns. •

PART OF ATTRACTING THE BRIGHTEST A D BEST EMPLOYEES IS OFFER! G
THEM AN AFFORDABLE, COMPREHENSIVE HEALTH PLAN LIKE HEALTH PLAN OF
NEVADA.
NEVADA'S LARGEST AND OLDEST

HMO, HEALTH

PLAN OF NEVADA, DOESN'T

REQUIRE DEDUCTIBLES OR CLAIM FORMS. PLAN MEMBERS PAY A VERY LOW FEE
TO VISIT ANY OF MORE THAN

200 LOCAL PARTICIPATING

PROVIDERS.

WITH THE PRESCRIPTION PLAN, MEMBERS HAVE LOW OUT- OF-POCKET COSTS
FOR PRESCRIBED MEDICATION . AND MEDICAL EMERGENCIES ARE ALWAYS
COVERED, NO MATTER WHERE YOUR EMPLOYEE HAPPENS TO BE.
fOR MORE I FORMATIO

ON HOW YOU CAN OFFER YOUR EMPLOYEES THE

COST-EFFECTIVE MEDICAL COVERAGE THAT KEEPS THEM HEALTHY, CO TACT A
HEALTH PLAN OF NEVADA REPRESENTATIVE AT

646-8350.

WE'LL HELP YOU KEEP YOUR HARD-WORKING EMPLOYEES WORKING HARD
FOR YOU .

HEALTH PLAN
OF NEVADA
A member of Sierra Health Services
All the benefits of good health.

business indicators & anaiY.,sis
NEVADA TAXABLE SALES
ltU·lttO

e're obviously in a national recession. And reports suggest continued weakening of the U.S. economy. Faced
with the prospects of further erosion, analysts increasingly
focus on the more volatile sectors- the economic sectors more likely to
experience sharp declines. Among these sectors, construction activity
receives the greatest attention. U.S. residential activity measured in
housing starts dropped by 16.2 percent from year-ago levels. In addition, U.S. home-sales volume falls short of year-ago activity by about
one-fourth (a reported decline of22.8 percent). But, not all construction
sectors have been as depressed as the residential sector. Indeed, overall
value of U.S. construction was up by 1.2 percent in nominal terms.
However, these expenditures in inflation-adjusted terms are negative
since the consumer price index was up over six percent. Thus, national
construction activity has declined.
We fmd Nevada conditions upbeat, especially in comparison with the
more depressed regions of the nation. Nevada population growth, a
strong 7.1 percent, fuels the demand for new housing and reflects
increased job growth. Hotel and casino job growth was particularly
significant in Las Vegas during 1990. Permitting activity, a measure of
future construction expenditures, also suggests growth. Permitting
counts for Las Vegas and Reno reflect continued buoyancy of the
Nevada economy with one exception, commercial activity in Reno.
Nevada has yet to experience the drag of a national downturn.
Currently, business indicators do not foretell such a scenario, but
prudent decision-makers recognize Nevada's linkage to the national
economic scene.
We might expect early indications of a change in Nevada economic
conditions from the construction and gaming sectors. These two sectors
command our careful attention. First, Nevada's construction sector is
larger than in other non-growing states. And construction typically
experiences larger downward swings than other sectors during recessions. Second, the gaming sector generates large amounts of money
flowing into the state. These dollar flows support numerous other
secondary sectors. Thus, Nevada's double-digit growth in gaming and
its continued construction activity in face of a national recession reveals
why the state has continued to grow while other states have not.
The economic effects of the GulfWarremain dependent on numerous
unknowns. Nevertheless, a few simple and tentative hypotheses may be
drawn. First, a war requires people and supplies, such that some of the
more adverse effects of a slowing national economy may be softened.
As a result, the current recession may be less severe and of shorter
duration than anticipated. Second, the national budget (already suffering from the difficulties of a slow-growing economy and the machinations of budget compromises) will create further fmancing effects.
Thus, future problems may arise such as those experienced by the U.S.
economy in the post-Vietnam era. Thirdly, an extended and protracted
engagement requires additional fmancing with its associated economic
adversity. Overall, the Gulf War has given most analysts reason to
believe that the current recession will be less severe and of shorter
duration than it otherwise would have been.

W

NEVADA GROSS GAMING REVENUE
1UIS ·1 UO

$ 1.6

$1 .2

$1

$0 .8
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AIR PASSENGERS
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c:Jw ~C ar r a n

R. Keith Schwer, UNLV Center for Business & Economic Research
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DATE

LATEST
PERIOD

UNITS

PREVIOUS
PERIOD

YIAR
AGO

CHANGE
YRAGO

UNEMPLOYMENT
Nov
Nov
Nov
Nov

Nevada
las Vegas
Reno

u.s.

1990
1990
1990
1990

seasonally
seasonally
seasonally
seasonally

adj.
adj .
adj .
adj .

5 .5
5.7
5 .2
5.9

5 .8
5 .8
5 .4
5.7

4 .8
4.7
4.4
5 .3

14.58%
21 .28%
18. 18%
11 .32%

$thousand
$thousand
$thousand
$million

1,220,080
715,418
224,768
151 ,620

1,256,283
702,540
235,445
151 ,837

1,139,656
658,663
219,435
146,618

7 .06%
8.62%
2.43%
3.41%

Oct 1990
Oct 1990
Oct 1990

$thousand
$thousand
$thousand

474,128
351,694
74,552

482,339
350,321
78 ,845

412,344
299,200
65,835

14.98%
17.54%
13.24%

3rd qtr 1990
3rd qtr 1990

#permits
#permits

3,022
228

3,265
202

2,973
183

1.65%
24.59%

2nd qtr 1990
2nd qtr 1990

# permits
#permits

589
58

438
39

480
72

22.71%
-19.44%

Nov 1990
Oct 1990

thousand
$billion

1,129
434.4

1,033
428 .9

1,347
429.3

·16 . 18%
1.19%

3rd qtr 1990
3rd qtr 1990
3rd qtr 1990

$
$per sq. ft.
%

131 ,242
76 .66
9 .45

130,923
77.29
9.75

95,500
59.91
9.68

37.43%
27.96%
-2.38%

2nd
2nd
2nd
Oct

$
$ per sq. ft.
%
thousand

149,403
77.82
10.50
491

145,501
75 .59
10.50
509

139,462
78 .61
10.34
636

7 . 13%
-1 .00%
1.55%
-22.80%

4 ,881,626
756,917
53 ,205

4 ,220,563
751 , 195
54,243

10. 14%
-1.71%
-1.58%

1,198,400
733 , 180
251,130

7.10%
9.73%
2 . 19%

125 .8
789 .4
10.5
7 .64
5,238.6

6 .28%
4 .21%
-4.76%
-11.26%
5 .27%

RETAIL ACTIVITY
Nevada Taxable Sales
Clark County
Washoe County
U.S. Retail Soles

Oct 1990
Oct 1990
Oct 1990
Nov 1990

GROSS GAMING REVENUE
Nevada
Clark County
Washoe County

CONSTRUCTION ACTIVITY
l<» Vegas Area
ew Reside nces
ew Commercia l Permits
Asea
Residences
Com ercia l Permits
'ng Sta rts

Construction

HOUSING SALES
l<» Vegas Area
Median Soles Price (1)
Average Cost/Square Foot
Average Mortgage Rate (2)
W ashoe County
Average Soles Price (1)
Average Cost/Square Foot
Average Mortgage Rate (2)
U.S. Home Sales

qtr 1990
qtr 1990
qtr 1990
1990

TRANSPORTATION
Total Passengers (3)
McCarron Airport, LV
Cannon Airport, Reno
State Taxable Gasoline Soles

4th qtr 1990
4th qtr 1990
Oct 1990

passengers
passengers
thousand gal.

4,648,328
738,367
53,384

July 1990
July 1990
July 1990

people
people
people

1,283,490
804,500
256,640

Nov 1990
Nov 1990
12/22/90
12/22/90
3rd qtr 1990

1982-84= 100
$billion
%
%
$billion

POPULATION ESTIMATES
Nevada
Clark County
Washoe County

NATIONAL ECONOMY
Consumer Price Index (4)
Money Supply - M 1
Prime Rate
Three-Month U.S. T-Sill
Gross Notional Product

133.7
822 .6
10.0
6.78
5,514 .6

133 .3
820.0
10.0
7.07
5,443 .3

NOTES: (1) houses, condos, townhouses; (2) 30 yr. FHA; (3) enplaned/deplaned passengers; (4) all urban consumers
SOURCES: Nevada Dept. of Taxation; Nevada Employment Security Dept.; UNLV, Center for Business and Economic Research;
UNR, Bureau of Business and Economic Research; US Dept. of Commerce; US Federal Reserve.
COMPILED BY: UNLV, Center for Business and Economic Research
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• SPECIAL CORPORATE RATES
Cadillacs:

$39.95

Unlimited Mileage

Intermediates: $34.95

Unlimited Mileage
1990 CHRYSLER NEW YORKER FIFTH AVENUE

• SPECIALTY VEHICLES
Mini Vans, 4x4's & Convertibles

"We feature flne Chrysler vehicles like the 1990 Chrysler
New Yorker Fifth Avenue and Dodge Spirit featured above."

Call for reservations today!
McCarran Int'l. Airport
Reno Cannon lnt'l. Airport
Lake Tahoe

• DIRECT BILLING
Even paying for the cars your company rents is simple
because Dollar offers a charge plan called DollarCharge.
As a DollarCharge customer, you'll receive individualized
billing statements for each employee who receives a
personalized DollarCharge card.

739-8408

DOli.Jlll
RENT A CAR

